It is the purpose of this note to establish a slight generalization of the method of conjugate gradients for solving linear equations. The generalization will then be used to provide a unified theory for two rather different algorithms which have been proposed for the case in which the matrix of the equations is not symmetric. The corresponding formulas for the determinant of the matrix will also be developed, although they are probably without much practical interest.
We shall use capital letters for matrices, Greek letters for vectors, and lower case Roman letters for scalars. All matrices will be real and of order n X n, and all vectors will be real and of dimensionality n. We denote the transpose of a matrix or a vector by a prime.
Let 5 be a positive definite matrix. The method1 of conjugate gradients is based upon the construction of two sequences of vectors 70, 71, • • -and So, Si, • • -, and a sequence of scalars ao,ai,-■ ■. The sequences are constructed by repeated substitution into the following formulas : 
We now consider the applicability of the construction given by (l)-(5) to the problem A% = 77, where A is an arbitrary non-singular matrix, 77 is a given vector, and £ is an unknown vector.
Choose an initial estimate £0 of the solution A~lr) of At, = 77. Choose any positive definite 5. Let B be an arbitrary non-singular matrix. From (7), we see that the absolute value of the determinant of A is given by 1 generalization of method of conjugate gradients 191
For some purposes it might be convenient to rewrite the relevant parts of the algorithms (l)-(6) in terms of the residual vectors ¿V = 77 -A £at.
To do this we notice that (9) These formulas, together with (9), represent the generalization of the conjugate gradient algorithm for the problem A £ = ij which was promised in the first paragraph.
We shall now specialize T and B so as to obtain algorithms useful in practice. This method of solution for the case of an arbitrary non-singular A was proposed by Craig.2 The author learned of this method through a communication from Dr. Craig dated May 22, 1953 , in which an algorithm essentially equivalent to the one given above was stated, but with py calculated at each step from the relation py = tj -Ai-y. It has an obvious advantage over the Hestenes-Stiefel proposal in that the number of arithmetic operations required is slightly smaller.
To be specific, if we measure the amount of computing work only by the required number of multiplications, assuming no zero elements, and counting a division as two multiplications, the count for the first step of the Craig method is 3«2 + 5« + 4, whereas that for the Hestenes-Stiefel method is 4»2 + 6« + 4. The detailed breakdown is as follows. First, for the Craig method, po is n2 multiplications, A'8o is then n2, a0 is 2n + 2, £i is n, pi is n2, PiPi is w, ¿»o is 2 (we already have computed po'po for ao), Si is n ; total 3n2 + 5» 4-4. With the Hestenes-Steifel method, p0 is n2, 80 is n2, A8o is n2, a0 is 2« + 2, £i is «, pi is n (it is true that we already have computed A80, but not ¿ivlponor./4ao8o),.4'pi is«2, (A'pi)'A'piisn, ¿>i is 2, Si is n ; total 4w2 + 6w + 4.
We are obviously assuming full storage of all vectors computed in the previous step at each point in the computation. The detailed breakdown is given here because the author has encountered a number of apparent discrepancies in similar counts published elsewhere (not necessarily relating to the methods discussed here) ; these discrepancies doubtless arise largely from different orderings of operations and different assumptions as to what will be stored after computation.
After the first step there is little to choose between the two methods from the standpoint of the number of multiplications theoretically required. In the Craig method, each step after the first and before the last takes 2n2 4-4»+ 4.
